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The Evolution of a Workable Scheme for End 
Point Royalties for Plant Varieties 

Introduction 

P 
!ants in Australia can be intellectual property protected by patents 
under the Patents Act 1990 (Cth) (Patents Act) and plant breeder's 
rights (PBR) according to the International Convention for the 

Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV Convention) compliant with 
the Plant Breeder's Rights Act 1994 (Cth) (PER Act). 1 In dealing with 
the patent or PBR, the rights holder can collect royalties- these are an 
amount associated with the patent or PBR- as consideration to use the 
right, for the right to use the right, for information and knowledge about 
the patent or PBR, and the supply of assistance to exploit the patent or 
PBR. 2 

'I he royalties on protected plant materials were 
traditionally determined as part of an agreement 
between the right holder (or the assignee or 
licensee) and the purchaser at the time of purchase. 
1he End Point Royalty (EPR)3 is an alternative to 
this model applying not at the point of purchase 
but on the outcomes from exercising the patent 
or PBR- either on the sale ofhan•ested material, 
or the sale of products made from the harvested 
material.4 1he EPR is then calculated either as a 
periodic payment imposed on the grower directly 
by the patent or PBR holder (or their licensee or 
assignee) based on reported harvested materials, 
or an automatic deduction imposed on growers 
when they deliver their han•ested materials to 
traders (and then paid by the trader to the patent 
or PBR holder).5 In each case, the EPR is calculated 
according to the amount of harvested materials 
rather than the materials purchased at the time of 
first sale. 

In the 1990s, EPRs were considered to be desirable 
because they would "encourage more rapid 
adoption of a new variety", "increase revenue 
to support plant breeding programmes", and 
"encourage fiirther private investment in crop 
improvement" .6 Most significantly: 

EPRs have the benefits of reducing upfi"ont seed 
costs for growm~ overcoming loss of sales through 
former's privilege ... and shming the risk of crop 
foi!ure between growers and PBR owners/ 

1he purpose of this article is to review the 
development of EPRs as an alternative model for 
royalties to the traditional point of sale royalty 
models and the institutional architecture that has 
been implemented through law that enables EPRs 
as a means of collecting royalties. EPRs have now 

matured in Australia and it is timely to reflect on 
the current arrangements and perhaps consider the 
longer-term consequences of these de\'elopments. 

The article is structured as follows: 'lhe first part 
places the EPR arrangements within the statutory 
scheme for patents under the Patents Act and PBRs 
under the PBRAct. 1he following parts trace the 
evolution of the PBR scheme to accommodate 
EPRs and consider the approaches of the various 
Primary Industries am! Energy ReJertrcb and 
Development Act 1989 (Cth), and the Research and 
Development Corporations (RDC'.s) to EPRs. lhc 
final part sets out a discussion. 

'TI1e article concludes that, despite a series of 

legislative de\'elopmcnts to enable EPRs under 
the PER Act. these were not necessary and that 
the impetus has come from certain of the RDCs, 
as a generalisation, educating growers about 
the benefits of EPRs, assigning unique grower 
identifiers, streamlining contractual arrangements, 
and providing science-based information to 
growers about the growing characteristics of the 
EPR-protected varieties, Finally, some of the fiuure 
challenges are considered. 

Current Patent Scheme 

Under the Patenfi Act, a standard patent8 is personal 
property that can be assigned and licensed to 
others,9 that is the "exclusive right to "exploit 
the invention and to authorise another person to 
exploit the invention", where "exploic" includes: 

(a) \l1here the invention is a product- make, hire, 
sell or otherwise dispose of the product, offir to 
make, sell hire or otherwise dispose of it, use 



or hnport it, or keep it for the purpose of doing 
any of those things; or 

(b) \Vhere the invention is a method or process 
-use the method or process or do any act 
melltioned in pamgraph (a) in respect of a 
product resulting from such use. 10 

Any plant materials may be patented if the 
threshold criteria are satisfied, 11 and patents are 
routinely granted for whole plants and parts 
or components of plants. Significantly, for the 
purposes of this article, patents over whole plants 
and parts or components of plants allow the holder 
to exercise their "exclusive rights" until the patent 
exhausts. 'lhis does not happen as long as the 
patent holder (or the assignee or licensee) only gh•es 
away less that the whole interest in the patent and 
docs not extend to the progeny (a remaking of the 
invention).12 Significantly; the patent's "exclusive 
rights" enable the patent holder (or the assignee or 
licensee) to impose conditions of the purchase of 
plant materials at the point of sale, including EPR 
arrangements. 

Current PBR Scheme 

Under the PBRAct, a PBR13 in a "plant variety", 14 

is "personal property" that can be assigned and 
licensed to others,l5 that is the "exclusive right": 

Subject to this Act, to do, or to license another 
person to do, the following acts in rel.ation to 
propagating material of the variety: 

(a) produce or reproduce the material,· 

(b) condition the material for the pmpose of 
propagation; 

(c) offir the material for sale; 

(d) sell the material; 

(e) import the material; 

(f) export the material,· 

(g) stock the material for the purposes described in 
paragraph (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) or 

(/).1' 
1hese "exclusive rights" in some circumstances 
extend to essentially derived varieties, 17 certain 
dependent plant varieties, 18 harvested material'9 and 
products obtained from harvested materials.10 1hese 
"exclusive rights" do not apply to acts done privately 
and for non-commercial purposes, for experimental 
purposes, or for the purpose of breeding other plant 
varieties/' to the conditioning and using of farm 
saved seed,22 acts done by a person authorised by or 
under a law of the Commonwealth or of a State or 
'ICrritory with adequate "equitable remuneration",23 

where not all reasonable steps to ensure reasonable 
public access to that plant variety has been made/4 

and where the PBR has exhausted.25 1he relevant 
provisions, in respect of"harvested material", and 
subject to a farmer seed saving provision/6 are: 

If 
(a) propagating material of a plant Mriety cot1ered 

by PER is produced or reproduced without the 
authorisation of the gmntee; and 

(b) the grantee does not have a reasonable 
opportunity to exercise the grantee's right in 
relation to the propagating material; and 

(c) material is ban,ested fiwn the propagating 
material; 

and: 

If 

section II [the PER's "exclusit'e rights') 
opem tei as if the harveJted material were 
propagating material.27 

(a) propagating material of a plant 11rtriety coz,ered 
by PBR is produced or reproduced without 
authorisation of the grantee; and 

(b) the grantee does not have a reasonable 
opportunity to exercise the grantee's rights in 
rel.ation to the propagating material; and 

(c) material is han,ested fimn plants grown fimn 
the propagating material but the grantee does 
not htwe, in the circumstances set out in section 
14, a reasonable opportunity of o:ercising the 
grantee's tighu in the harvested material,· and 

(d) products are madejiwn the harveJted material; 

section 11 [the PER's "exclmive right/7 
operates as if those products were propagating 
material. 28 

1he PBR Act also provides an exemption for 
"farm saved seed" (really meaning all "propagating 
material" and not just seeds) if: 

(a) a person engaged in forming activities 
legitimately obtaim propagating material 
of a plant variety covered by PER either by 
purchase or by previous operation of this 
section, for use in such activities; and 

(b) the plant variety is not included within a 
taxon declared [by the Plant Breed-er's Rights 
Regulations 1994 (Cth)j29 to be a taxon to 
which this subsection does not apply; and 

(c) the person subsequently han,rsts fi.trther 
propagating material fiwn plants grown jiwn 
that first-mentioned propagating material; 37 
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the PER is not infringed by: 

(d) the conditioning of so much of that further 
propagating material as is required for the 
person's use for reproductive purposes; or 

(e) the reproduction of that further propagating 
materialJO 

1hc "farm saved seed" exemption is fairly 
narrow as the only "exclusive rights" exempted 
are the "reproduction" and "conditioning" for 
"reproduction". 1he other "exclusive rights" of 

producing, conditioning for producing, oflering 
for sale, selling, importing, exporting and 
stock for these purposes remain. Further, the 
limiting of the conditioning to "for the person's 
use for reproductive purposes" means that "the 
reproduction of that fiuther propagating material" 
is also confined to "for the persods use for 
reproductive purposes". In effect, the "farm saved 

seed" really only allows re-using the "propagating 
material" for personal use.31 1his may be limited 

to only the first generation materials as subsequent 
farm saved seed generations may again be treated as 
"han•ested materials" subject to the PER's "exclusive 

rights'.32 Any other dealings beyond personal use 
require the permission of the PER holder. 

Significantly, for our purposes, the PER's "exclusive 
rights" enable the PER holder {or the assignee or 
licensee) to impose conditions of the purchase of 
plant materials at the point of sale, including EPR 
arrangements. 

Evolution of the PBR Scheme to Accommodate 
EPRs 

1he original legislative intervention in this area was 
the Plant Varieties Act 1987 (Cth) that followed 
a detailed consideration of the competing issues 
relating to the desirability of a scam tory schemeP 
1he main concerns driving legislation was access to 
desirable foreign plant materials and "an incentive 
for the private sector in Australia to become more 
active in plant breeding'' .34 1he resulting Plant 
Variety Rights Act 1987 (Cth) was itself a long
fought compromise.35 

Following Australia joining the UPOV Convention 
in 1989, and then the revision of the UPOV 

Convention in 1991,36 and various legislative 
amendments,37 the PBR Act replaced the Plant 
Varieties Act 1987 (Cth).38 1he PBRActwas 
drafted to conform to the revised 1991 UPOV 
Convention, and various other changes "to 
introduce other provisions that would further 

increase the efficiency of the plant variety rights 

scheme".39 Some of the key changes in the 1991 
UPOV Convention that were incorporated in the 
PBR Act were:40 

(a) Extending the scope of the PBR by 
specifying the "exclusive rights" exercisable 
by the PRB holder in addition to producing, 
reproducing, selling and licensing the 
"propagating material" to including 
condition the material, oftering the material 
for sale, exporting and impairing the 
material, and stocking the material for any 
of these purposesY 

(b) Extending protections from just 
"propagating material" also to include 
"harvested material" and the "products 
made from harvested material"Y 

(c) Extending the PBR beyond the first 
sale where the "grantee does not have 

a reasonable opportunity to exercise 
the grantee's right in relation to" the 
"propagating material" and "harvested 
material".43 

'lhe PBRAct was later amended by the Plant 
Breeder's Rights Amendment Act 2002 (Cth) to 
avoid an interpretation of the PBR that allowed 
"some 90 per cent ofPBR protected grain varieties 
in Australia pass through the commercial system 

without the PBR breeder having any opportunity 
to seek reward for their innovation".44 1he PBRAct 
had provided an exemption that acts done with 
the "propagating material" for use "as a food, food 
ingredient or fncl" or "for any other purpose that 
does not involve the production or reproduction of 
the propagating material" was not an infringement 
of the PBR45 

At the same time, another amendment allowed 
a person authorised by a law (such as a statutory 
marketing authority) to infringe the PBR using 
"propagating material" and then pay "equitable 
remuneration" ,46 At the time of the amendments, 
the Australian Government asserted that the "[a] 
gricultural indusuy is anticipating the introduction 
of the amendments positively as they will 
facilitate commercial arrangements based on plant 
breeder's rights, including through a system of 
end point royalties"Y The PBRAct has had other 
amendments,48 albeit not in material ways for the 
purposes of this artide.49 

The basic scheme that enables EPR under the PER 
Act was this provision for "exclusive rights" applying 
to "propagating material"50 and certain "harvested 
material" 51 where there has not been "a reasonable 



opportunity" to collect a royalty on "propagating 
material". 52 Importantly, the Plant Wtriety Rights Act 
1987 (Cth) had only addressed "exclusive rights" 
for "plants of that variety", "reproductive material 
of plants of that variety", "plants of that variety for 
sale", "reproductive material of plants of that variety 
for sale", "asexual plants of that variety", "asexual 
reproductive material of plants of that variety" and 
some of the fruit, flowers, or any other product 
of asexual plants. 53 By expressly recognising both 
"propagating material" and "harvested material" ,54 

the PBRAct confirmed that dealings with harvested 
products of the PBR protected plants (such as 
seeds, flowers, fruits, cuttings, and so on} was an 
object that attracted the PBR's "exclusive rights".55 

Added to this there was express recognition that 
royalties could be imposed after sale56 if there had 
not been "a reasonable opportunity" with the 
"propagating material".57 

\'V'ith this authority of the PBR under the PBR Act, 
the rights holder can limit any dealings with the 
subject matter of the PBR (including the "harvested 
material"} subject to agreement between the rights 
holder and the other party. Despite extending 
the PBR and the potential for EPRs to both 
"propagating material" and "harvested material", 
it is the basic "exclusive rights" over "propagating 
material" that founds agreements imposing EPRs.53 

1he EPR is then set out as a term of the agreement 
on the purchase of plam materials at the point of 
sa1e:59 

(a) ru a term requiring the purchaser to later 
declare how much "harvested material" 
was produced (other than as farm saved 
seed) and paying the PBR holder (or their 
agent} directly. This approach relies on the 
purchaser of the PBR protected materials 
properly declaring the amount of"harvested 
material" produced. 1he disadvantage of this 
approach is that the EPRs are not collected 
on materials that are not declared. 

(b) As an authorised deduction on the payment 
made on "harvested material" delivered 
to a selected collection agency (such as a 
bulk grain handler). 'Ihis approach relies 
on a centralised collection point properly 
identif)ring the PBR protected materials. 
1he disadvantage of this approach is that the 
EPRs are not collected on materials that arc 
not delivered to the centralised collection 
point. 

1he Patents Act was not beset with the perceived 
problems under the PBRAct as the patent docs not 
necessarily exhaust on first sale and the progeny 
seeds are within the scope of the invention because 
they are a re-making of the invention. 1his is a 
distinction between using the patent-protected 
product and making the patent protected product. 
1his distinction is necessary to avoid some 
important decisions that are likely to be significam 
in Australia as a consequence of the Australia
United States Free TJrtde Agreement.w 

In both the United States Supreme Court decisions 
of Quanta Computer Inc tJ LG Electrics Inc and 
United States v Univis Lens Co, the invention was 
embodied in the product and the licences were 
an attempt to limit the uses of the product.61 In 
contrast, the lower court decisions in Monsanto 
Company v Bowman, Monsanto Company v Scruggs 
and Monsanto Company v McFarling involved 
making the second-generation (or progeny} seeds.61 

Arguably, making is fundamentally different from 
using in the context of patents and exhaustion, and 
the authority of Quanta Computer Inc v LG Electrics 
Inc and United States v Univis Lens Co arguably 
docs not apply to making.63 The United States 
Supreme Court is presently considering an appeal 
in the Moman to Company v Bowman matter and 
seems likely to confirm the lower Court decision. 

\Vhile both patems and PBRs enable EPRs to 

be imposed, the efficiency and effectiveness 
of imposing EPRs has been addressed though 
structural adjustments in the plant breeding 
industries. \Vithout these structural adjustments 
steered by the RDCs) this would not have been 
possible. 1his is considered next. 

Plant Breeding Industry Structure 

1he majority of Australian plant agriculture 
depends on sclfpollinated field crops and annual 
pasture plants traditionally enabling f.1.rmcrs to 
maintain their own seed lines through on-farm 
plaming and seed saving.64 This has been the 
common practice because the growing and ripening 
conditions in Australia make on-farm planting a 
reliable source of saved seed for future growing.65 

'I his is in contrast with the European experience 
where ripening conditions make on-f.'lrm planting 
an unreliable source of seed for fiiture growing 
and so encouraged farmers to buy in seeds that has 
sustained a significant commercial breeding culture 
for field, horticulture and ornamental plants.66 

39 
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In the United States, a reliance on hybrid varieties 
of corn that imposed a natural (hybrid vigour) 
block on seed saving sustained a significant 
commercial breeding culture.67 'lhe result for 
Australian agriculture is that the ability of farmers 
to bulk up their own seeds for the self-pollinated 
field crops and annual pasture plants meant 
that only governmental breeding programs were 
sustainable.6S As a measure of these practices 
some estimates arc that up to 95 per cent of 
Australian wheat production relies on farm saved 
seeds.69 As a consequence, Australian agricultural 
research relies signifimntly on taxpayer fimding 
and has only slowly moved to a broader array of 
funding including a greater reliance on private 
fimding. 70 'lhis move has coincided with significant 

technology developments and the development of 
new institutions.71 It is these institutional changes 
establishing RDCs that have driven the adoption 
ofEPRs by facilitating their implementation and 

adoption. 

Through various evolutionary models, the current 
governmental arrangements under the Primary 
Industries and Energy Research and Deve/.opmmt 
Act 1989 (Cth) provide for RDCs.72 1hese 
RDCs essentially provide for a private sector-like 
corporation governed by industry and government 
experts that levy primary producers (and some 
processors), and then co-ordinate, among other 
things, a research investment strategy relying 
on the levy, some voluntary contributions and 
some co-investment from taxpayers.73 1hus, for 
example, the Sugar Research and Developmmt 
CorpomOon Regulations 1990 (Cth) established the 
Sugar Research and Development Corporation74 

as a Primmy Industries and Energy ReJearch 
and Development Act 1989 (Cth) RDC,75 that 
benefits76 from the levy imposed on "sugar cane 
produced in Australia ... and accepted at a sugar 
mill for processing"77 of 14 cents per tonne.78 

In recent times, the main change has been 
the transformation of some of the RDCs into 
industry-owned corporations operating under 
the Corpomtiom Act 2001 (Cth), enabling them 
to separate out their research activities from their 
marketing operations.79 1hus, for example, the 
former Horticultural Research and Development 
Corporation was replaccd80 by Horticulture 
Australia Limited [ACN 095 566 108] as a 
company declared by the Horticulture Marketing 
and Research and Development Services Act 2000 
(Cth) 81 that benefits82 from the levy imposed on 
"horticultural products ... produced in Australia 

... that arc ... sold by the producer or used by the 
producer in the production of other goods"83 of 
amounts per weight according to the horticultural 
products {almonds, apples, and so on).84 

In dealing with plams, the main RDCs address 
cotton (Cotton Research and Development 
Corporation (CRDC)),85 grains (Grains Research 
and Development Corporation (GRDC)),86 grapes 
(Grape and \Vine Research and Development 
Corporation {G\VROC)),87 sugar (Sugar Research 
and Development Corporation (SROC)),83 

miscellaneous agricultural plants (Rural Industries 

Research and Development Corporation 
(RIRDC))/'9 forestry {Forest and \Vood Products 
Australia (F\VPA)),90 and horticulture (Horticulture 
Australia Limited (I-IAL)).91 1hcsc organisations arc 

considered next to illustrate the various approaches, 
limitations and institutional infrastructure 

necessary to impose EPRs and the leading roles 
driving the adoption of EPRs by the CRDC and 
GRDC, and the moves towards EPRs by the 
RIRDC and HAL. 

Forest mul Wood Products A11Stl"lllin (FWPA) 

F\X'PA92 receives "forest industries products' levy 
funding93 from the Commonwealth for, in part, 
'marketing, promotion, research and development 
activities, or other activities, for the benefit of 
the Australian forestry industry'94 according to a 
'Funding Contract'.95 F\X'PA also receives matching 
funding from the Commonwealth for "research 
and development activities for the benefit of the 
Australian forestry industry and the Australian 
community generall}l' ,96 

F\X'PA is a not-for-profit unlisted public company 
limited by guarantee under the Corporations 
Act 200 I (Cth) formed in 2007 as an industry 
owned replacement for the former Forest and 
\Vood Products Research and Development 
Corporation.97 1he change was: 

... motivated by indmlly's desire to intemify the 
promotion of forest and wood products in an 
increasingly competitive marketplace, and to more 
effictit,e/y market its environmental credentials. 93 

1he "Funding Contract" provides that F\VPA 
can only spend the levy and matching fimds for 
"approved activities" that are "consistent with" a 
"Strategic Plan", the ''Annual Operating Plan", the 

"Guidelinei',99 and "in a manner that is otherwise 
efficient, eftective and ethical" .100 1he systematic 
breeding of plants for forest and wood products is 



dearly within the remit of the company's funding101 

and there is an active program ofbreeding.101 

The F\"X'PA "Strategic Plaii' and "Annual Operating 
Plan" require, among Olher things, an articulated 
"Research and Development Program", 103 and 
the firm must maintain an "Intellectual Property 
Management Plan''.tOi 1he current "Strategic 
Plan'' and ''Annual Operating Plan'' identif}, 
plant breeding as part of the cmnpan}ls priorities, 
including its investment priorities: "[glenetic 
improvement and delivery for increased wood yield 
and quality and for managing risks" .105 

1he "Annual Operating Plan" also provides: 

Company fimding policy is that all intellectual 
property created with HVPAfimding is 
owned by the research provide~; with FW'PA 
maiJJtaining an equity position in firture 
IP commercialisation incorne. One of the 
conditions of F\VPA fimdingfor R&D projects 
is that levy payers have a bmeficial right of 
access to final commercialised IE through 
either reduced or waived rOJ'alty structures or 
other such anrmgements that reflect the value 
of the levy fiaids prwided to F\VPA by the 
indust1y. 106 

F\VPA is also required to prepare an "Annual 
Repon" that addresses, among other matters, 
"intellectual property creation and protection, 
including management of intellectual property 
arising from research and development activities 
or acquired with funds'. 107 A review of recent 
annual reports shows that EPRs are not a feature 
of F\VPA's activitics. 108 'Ihis is almost certainly 
because the han'csted materials of forest industries 
products, such as trees, take a very long time to 
grow and collecting the EPR will be too far into 
the future.109 In most instances, this is likely to 
be after the 20-25 year PBR term110 expires. k a 
consequence, EPRs are not a realistic model for the 
forest industries products. 

Gmpe and \fliue Researcb aud Development 
Corpomtion (GlVRDC) 

The G\VRDC111 receives levy funding from the 
Commonwealth112 for "the industry in Australia 
concerned with the production of grapes for 
processing, other than processing by drying" 
(grape industry) and "the industry in Australia 
concerned with the storage, distribution, 
marketing and sale of grape product or with 
the making of wine" (wine industry). 113 1he 
G\VRDC also receives matching funding from 

the Commonwealth for some of the research and 
development activities. 114 'I11e fi.mctions of the 
G\XTRDC include "to investigate and evaluate 
the requirements for research and development", 
"to co-ordinate or fund the carrying out of R&D 
activities that are consistent with the annual 
operational plan prepared by the Corporation 
and in force at the time" and "to facilitate the 
dissemination, adoption and commercialisation of 
the results of research and development" .115 The 
G\"X'RDC is a Commonwealth authority under 
the Commonwealth AuthoritieJ am/ CompanieJ Act 
1997 (Cth) with various obligations to the Minister 
for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry and the 
Commonwealth Parliament.116 

'lhe G\"X'RDC's Strategic Research, Development 
and E-.:tension Plan 2012-17 and our Annual 
Operating Plan 2012-13 both articulate a research, 
development and extension (RD&E) "that sup pons 
a competitive Australian wine sector" .117 None of 
these documents specifically addresses intellectual 
property, and perhaps significantly, the Annual 
Report 2011-2012 provides that "the GWRDC 
holds no patents or other registered intellectual 
property" .118 \Vhile intellectual property is reported 
in commissioned research reports, this does not 
appear to be actively taken up by the G\VRDC. 
Like forest industries products, such as trees 
addressed above, vines take a long time to grow 
and collecting the EPR is a long way into the 
future. In many instances, this is likely to be after 
the 20-25 year PBR term119 expires. In the case of 
rootstock used for grafting desirable vines, there are 
no harvested materials. As a consequence, EPRs are 
not a realistic model. 

Sugar Research and Development Corporation 
(SRDC) 

'lhe SRDC120 receives levy funding from the 
Commonwealthlll for "the industry in Australia 
concerned with the production and processing of 
sugar cane, and the distribution, storage, marketing 
and sale of raw sugar".122 1he SRDC also receives 
matching funding from the Commonwealth for 
some of the research and development activities. 113 

1he functions of the SRDC include "to ilwestigate 
and evaluate the requirements for research and 
development", "to co-ordinate or fund the 
carrying out of R&D activities that are consistent 
with the annual operational plan prepared by 
the Corporation and in force at the time" and 
"to facilitate the dissemination, adoption and 
commercialisation of the results of research and 41 
development"' .124 1hc SRDC is a Commonwealth 
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authority under the Commonwealth Authorities and 
Companies Act 1997 (Cth) with various obligations 
to the Minister for Agriculture, 1-'isheries and 
Forestry and the Commonwealth Parliament.125 

As a parr of the SRDC's operations there is an 
active breeding program.126 1here does not, 
however, appear to be any interest in EPRs. 1his 
may be, in part, because sugar cane is planted from 
pieces of mature sugarcane {setts) that are planted 
using special machines which cut the mature cane 
into setts that are then mechanically placed into the 
prepared soils. After harvesting. the sugar cane then 
grows from the stubble left behind {the Ratoon 
Crop) that can be harvested and regrown three to 
four times. 

Rural Indush·ies Research and Development 
Corporation (RIRDC) 

'lhe RIRDC127 receives levy funding from 

the Commonwealth128 for a wide range of 
industries including the plant related "growing 
and harvesting of plants, grains, seeds, fruit or 
vegetables", "production of ... plant fibres", 

"growing, harvesting and processing of trees", 
and "production of animal feed". 129 'lhe RIRDC 

also receives matching fimding from the 
Commonwealth for some of the research and 
development activities.1.}{J 1he fimctions of the 

RIRDC include "to investigate and evaluate the 
requirements for research and development", "to 
co~ordinate or fund the carrying out of R&D 
activities that are consistent with the annual 
operational plan prepared by the Corporation 
and in force at the time" and "to facilitate the 
dissemination, adoption and commercialisation 
of the results of research and development. 131 'The 
RIROC is a Commonwealth authority under the 
Commonwealth Authorities and Companies Act 1997 
(Cth) with various obligations to the Minister 
for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry and the 
Commonwealth Parliament.132 

As a part of the RIRDC's operations there are 
active breeding programs, 133 albeit EPRs are only 
starting to be considered.13 i \Vithin the diversity of 
the RIRDC's broad interests there is starting to be 
some interest in EPRs.t35 

Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL) 

HALB6 receives "horticultural product" levy 
fimding137 from the Commonwealth for marketing 
and research and development133 according to 
a "deed of agreement".139 HAL also received 

matching fimding from the Commonwealth for 
certain research and development activities.140 

HAL is a not-for-profit unlisted public company 
limited by guarantee under the Corporrttions 
Act 2001 {Cth) formed in2001 as an industry
owned replacement for the former Horticultural 
Research & Development Corporation and 
Australian Horticultural Corporation.141 'lhe 
"deed of agreement" of 3 November 2010 provides 
that HAL may only apply the levy funding and 
matching Commonwealth finding according to a 
"Strategic Business Plan", an "Annual Operational 
Plan" and "Guidelines". 142 

1he systematic breeding of plants for horticulture 
products is clearly within the remit of the 
company's funding for "horticulture research and 
development projects" and the "carrying out, and 
coordination and funding for the carrying out, 
of horticulture [systematic experimentation or 
analysis] activities" .143 1here is currently an active 
program ofbreeding.144 1he ''deed of agreement" 
of3 November 2010 also requires HAL to have 
an "Intellectual Property Management Plan".145 

1he Plan has not yet been published by HAL 
and remains confidential.146 Perhaps surprising!}~ 
however, the "Strategic Business Plan", the ''Annual 
Operational Plan" and the "Guidelines" do not 
address intellectual property.147 Despite this, 
HAL has taken an important role in promoting 
EPRs and the broader education of growers about 
EPRs.14S 

Cotton Research and Development Corporation 
(CRDC) 

'lhe CRDC149 receives le\'Y funding from the 
Commonwealth150 for "the Australian industry 
concerned with the production, distribution, 
processing and sale of cotton" ,151 1he CRDC 
also receives matching fimding from the 
Commonwealth for some of the research and 
development activities.152 The fimctions of the 
CRDC include "to investigate and evaluate the 
requirements for research and development", "to 

co~ordinate or fimd the carrying out of R&D 
activities that are consistent with the annual 
operational plan prepared by the Corporation 
and in force at the time" and "to facilitate the 
dissemination, adoption and commercialisation 



of the results of research and development". 153 

1he CRDC is a Commonwealth authority under 
the Commonwealth Authodties and Companies Act 
1997 (Cth) with various obligations to the Minister 
for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry and the 
Commonwealth Parliament.154 

As a part of the CRDC's operations there is an 
actively supported breeding program, albeit only 
part fimded and administered by the CRDC.155 

"10 address the market failure in the late 1980s 
for breeding in the cotton industry the CRDC 
established a research program specifically directed 
to breeding improved cotton plants. 'I his proved 
successfi.tl and, with the release of new varieties 
(almost yearly), 156 and associated royalty sharing 
arrangements (addressed further below),157 the 
CRDC then withdrew.158 1he CRDC's breeding 
endeavours were superseded in 2007 with the 
Cotton Breeders Australia joint venture between 
the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 
Research Organisation (CSIRO) and Cotton 
Seed Distributors Ltd (a grower owned enterprise 
formed in the 1980s).159 

In effect, the market failure identified and 
addressed by the CRDC in the late 1980s had 
been resolved and the CRDC/CSIRO joint 
venture was the independent and active breeding 
program envisioned by the CRDC.160 'I he CRDC 
has since shifted to flmding new challenges posed 
by chat~ging climate and the "multi~enterprise 
production systems" (grO\Ving cotton as well 
as other crops in different seasons) so that the 
"emphasis for future R&D investment [is] to 
creating greater value for cotton post~farm~gate" .161 

Despite this change in major emphasis, the CRDC 
still flmds breeding programs to improve cotton 
plant varieties as a part of its strategic investments, 
and in particular, premium cotton varieties for the 
high value yarn market. 161 

Of particular interest for our purposes are the EPR 
arrangements for the CRDC funded breeding 
programs for which royalties are payable until 
2017,163 and the varieties made available from the 
Cotton Breeders Australia joint venture.164 1hese 
breeding programs essentially introduced patent 
protected genetic elements into cotton varieties 
bred to suit Australian agriculturallandscapes. 165 

This involved breeding agreement between the 
owners of the germ plasm, the owners of the 
proprietary genetic elements and the funders of 
the research introducing the proprietary genetic 
elements into the desirable germplasm, 1(>1! including 

agreement as to the division of royalties. 167 Farmers 
then purchase the seed for cropping according to 

an agreement and the payment of fees that include 
an option for EPRs. Cotton varieties with the 
proprietary clements "Bollgard II stacked with 
Roundup Ready Flex" illustrate the role and place 
ofEPRs.16s 

Before taking possession of seeds incorporating 
the proprietary elemems "Bollgard II stacked with 
Roundup Ready Flex'', the fanner is required 
to "complete and sign" the "Technology User 
Agreement".169 1hc farmer is assigned a unique 
number that is required for each purchase of 
seeds,170 and undertakes not to re~sell or supply 
seeds unless the farmer 'has a bona fide and 
reasonable belief that the purchaser intends to and 
will use it only as stock feed or for cotton seed oil 
production",17l to not save any seeds,171 and not to 
plant the seeds produced from the han•est. m By 

signing the agreement, the farmer also agrees to 
allow the owner of the proprietary elements access 
to the farm and any records for audits, surveys and 
inspections, 174 and to pay one of the following fees: 

(a) "Cotton Choices- Price discount"- A fixed 
price per hectare ($370) on the amount 
declared at the time of purchase and paid by 
a fixed date (28 February 2013).1'5 

(b) "Cotton Choices-late Crop Removal and 
Ewended Terms" -A fixed price per hectare 
($401) that is "is waived if [the] crop is 

removed due to hail, drought or other 
adverse conditions or events" and with 
a later fixed date for payment (31 July 

2013).'76 

(c) "COtton Choices-End Point Ro)'altiesfor 
cotton"- A fixed price per bale of harvested 
and ginned corton lint ($50/227kg bale) 
paid monthly.177 

\Vhere a farmer (or "Grower") elects the "Cotton 
Choices- End Point Royalties for Cotton" fee then 

the following term applies: 

Upon han1esting the Grower shall deliver all 
seed cotton produced on the F'llrm Unit to a 
Moman to dnignated ginning organisation. 
Monsanto shall inform the Grower of such 
designated ginning organisations fiwn time 
to time. Jhe Grower shall be respomible for 
making the necessmy arrangements with the 
designated ginning organiz.tttion for ginning 
the seed cotton. The Grower shall bear the costs 
of de/it1ering the seed cotton to the designated 43 
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ginning organization and the costs of ginning 
the cotton. 178 

1he farmer is also required to inform the 
"designated ginning organisation" ofinformation 
to identif)r the farmer179 that wm be used to cross 
match the identif}•ing information180 and report on 
the farmer's delivered han•est. 181 'lhe farmer is then 
required to pay the EPR according to the harvest 
delivered and measured as units of bales of ginned 
cotton lint ($50/227kg bale). 181 1he agent of the 
owner of the proprietary elements invoices the 
farmer for the EPR.18J 

Grains Resettrcb and Development Corporation 
(GRDC) 

1he GRDC184 receives levy funding from the 
Commonwealth185 for "the industry concerned 
with the production, processing, manufacture, 
distribution and sale of grains".186 1he GRDC 
also receives matching fimding from the 
Commonwealth for some of the research and 
development activities. 187 1he functions of the 
GROC include "to investigate and evaluate the 
requirements for research and development", "to 
co-ordinate or fund the carrying out of R&D 
activities that are consistent with the annual 
operational plan prepared by the Corporation 
and in force at the time" and "to facilitate the 
dissemination, adoption and commercialisation of 
the results of research and development" ,188 1he 
GRDC is a Commonwealth authority under the 
Commonwealth Authorities and Companies Act 1997 
(Cth) with various obligations to the Minister 
for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry and the 
Commonwealth Parliament.189 

As a part of the GRDC's operations there is an 
actively supported breeding program, albeit the 
GRDC has not had the same involvement in recem 
times. In the early 2000s, the GRDC moved to 
encourage market-based breeding programs and 
established a series of companies dedicated to 
plam breeding: Australian Grain Technologies 
Pty Ltd established in 2002; HRZ Wheats Pty 
Ltd established in 2003; and lnterGrain Pty Ltd 
established in 2007.190 GROC has also entered 
joim ventures (such as Arista Cereal TCchnologies 
Pty Ltd) and invested in other plant breeding 
enterprises (such as Canola Breeders \Vestern 
Australia Pty Ltd). 

As at 2012, GROC retains signific.."lnt shareholdings 
in Australian Grain Technologies Pty Ltd (39 
per cent), HRZ Wheats Pty Ltd (18 per cent), 
Arista Cereal Technologies Pty Ltd (21 per cent), 

InterGrain Pry Ltd (27 per cent), and Canola 
Breeders \'\'estern Australia Pry Ltd (39 per 
cent).191 GRDC also remains involved in pre
breeding activities192 and a range of other activities 
associated with breeding that "support effective 
competition by Australian grain growers in global 
grain markets, through enhanced profitabilily and 
sustainability".193 GRDC has also retained some 
breeding activity for minor crops where EPRs are 
not cqnsidered to be feasible. 194 

Of particular interest for our purposes has 
been the GRDC's role in advocating EPRs aild 
implementing the institutional changes to enable 
EPRs through its strategy to "[c]oordinate a 
national grains R&D agenda and portfolio" by 
'[w]ork[ing] with partners to tackle industry-wide 
issues such as ... value chain issues, including end 
point royalties'' .195 Particularly important has been 
GRDCs role in: 

(a) Streamlining the contracts between PRE/patent 
holders and growers- On the purchase of a 
variety covered by EPRs the grower enters 
into a contract with the PER/patent holder 
that allows the PER/patent to be exploited 
and establishes the obligation to pay the 
EPR. At this stage, there are different 
contracts for each of the participating PBR/ 
patent holders that are made available 
through the website http://variet;ycentral. 
com.au. For example, Australian Grain 
Technologies Pty Ltd provides an Indust1y 
Standmd PBR License Agreement that grants 
the licence, allows use, imposes obligations 
to keep records, make reports and pay EPRs, 
together with the EPR obligations including 
authorising the EPR to be collected.196 

(b) 1he adoption of EPR collection pmctices 
across the grains industry- The adoption of 
a common Grower EPR Harvest Declamtion 
Form that identifies the grower with a 
unique identity on the National Grower 
Registry. 197 1he declaration form then 
collects data about the total grain harvested, 
amounts of grain used on-farm, amounts 
stored fitture sales and amounts saved,193 

'lhe grower then uses the forms to calculate 
the EPR amounts payable with the amounts 
being either deducted from payments to the 
grower on delivery of the crop or invoiced 
to the grower by a royalty manager. 199 The 
major growers have also now agreed to use a 
single entity, SeedVise Pty Ltd, to negotiate 
and collect EPRs.200 



(c) 1be provision of variety performance 
information for growen to make informed 
choiceJ about tJttrieties- A website providing 
"access to independent results on the 
performance of recently released grain and 
field crop varieties from trials conducted 
across Australia".201 '!his site provides 
the data that allows EPR varieties to be 
compared with non-EPR varieties to 
determine whether the additional EPR is 
worthwhile for the particular grower. 

As a consequence of these arrangements, most new 
wheat varieties available in Australia are subject 
to EPRs and the GRDC continues to actively 
promote EPRs (in part through the EPR Steering 
Committee).201 

Discussion 

Plants pose a problem for commerce- in some 
circumstances, the plant is itself both the product 
(the harvested materials) and the means of 
producing the product (the propagating materials). 
'l11is means that buying the plant also buys the 
potential to make the plant and continue making 
the plant, potentially dulling the incentive to 
make and sell better plants because the innovator 
cannot capture and appropriate the values of the 
improvements.203 

For success in commerce, these dift-Crent attributes 
of the plant need to be scparated.20 i For outcrossing 
plants {such as maize), there is a natural means of 
exclusion in that fitturc generations of the plant 
tend to loose the desirable traits (hybrid vigour). 
For self-crossing and asexually propagated plants 
(such as wheat and sugar cane respectively), there is 
no natural means of exclusion and this has spawned 
the need for legal means of excludability in the 
form ofintellectual property applying to the plants 
(the propagating materials) and their products 
(the harvested materials)- the legally enforceable 
"exclusive rights" in certain dealings with the plant 
and its products. 

In Australia, the PBRAct has attracted the most 
attention for plant intellectual proper()', albeit 
the Patents Act remains important, and may be 
increasingly important as patents have broadly 
similar "exclusive rights" without the exemption for 
farm saved seeds found in the PER AcP05 and the 
limitation of the "exclusive rights'' to "propagating 
material" (and some "harvested material") rather 
than applying all parts and components of the plant 
variety.106 

1he analysis in this article shows that for both 
patent and PBR protected plants an EPR requires 
the "exclusive rights" coupled with a contract. 'I he 
"exclusive rights'' limit dealings with the plants and 
their products and the contracts then provide the 
machinery for the imposition and collection of the 
EPRs. The significance of the analysis in this article 
is to demonstrate that to make EPRs work requires 
both "exclusive rights" and the development of 
specific collaborative institutional arrangements 
through the RDCs. The analysis of the various 
RDCs shows that the leadership of the CRDC 
and the GRDC in the cotton and grains industry 
respectively has had a significant efFecr on the 
adoption of EPRs. 1hese examples also demonstrate 
the coordinating role of these RDCs (and HAL) 
in promoting and educating about EPRs, and 
then developing the contracting and information 
resources to implement EPRs. 

1he CRDC provides a model for dealing with 
patents (and PBRs) and EPRs, and the GRDC 
provides a model for dealings with PBRs and EPRs. 
EPRs are, however, not suitable for all sectors, with 
the G\VRDC and rootstocks and the F\VPA and 
trees being good examples of, respectively, plant 
varieties that have no harvested materials on which 
to impose and EPR or taking too long to grow to 
eft-Cctively collect an EPR. Despite the apparent 
successes for EPRs there remain some hurdles to 
achieve more successfi1l EPR arrangements for 
breeders. 

Some of these are now addressed. 

One of the challenges faced by EPRs in the grains 
industry was the deregulation of bulk wheat export 
marketing under the \l'/heat E-.;port Marketing Act 
2008 (Cth) and the Wheat Export Accreditation 
Schflne 2008 (Cth)l07 and of non-bulk wheat export 
(in bags and containers) under the \'(/heat Marketing 
Amendment Act2007 (Cth). 1l1e effect of this 
deregulation was to remove the single-desk export 
and marketing and in its place accredit numerous 
exporters so that breeders moved from dealing with 
a .single exporter to collect the EPRs to dealing 
with a multitude of exporters and a multitude 
of collection points.203 To a large extent, this has 
been resolved through developing collaborative 
institutional arrangements: a unique identity on 
the National Grower Registry; a common Grower 
EPR Harvest Declaration Form founding the billing/ 
invoicing arrangements; streamlined contracts made 
available through the website http://varietycentral. 
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com.au; and independent variety performance 
information made available to growers. 

1he positive outcome has been to effectively 
demonstrate the basic requirements for a workable 
and efl-ective EPR that might be broadly applied 
across the diflerent plant breeding sectors. At a 
minimum, this requires a means of identif}•ing 
growers using the protected plant varieties, a 
means of tracking the growing activities of growers 
using the protected plant varieties and acceptable 
contracts that bind growers within the EPR 
tracking and collecting scheme. 1he elegance of the 
wheat industry example is that the diflCrent and 
competing entities involved from growers to wheat 
handlers have been able to agree to sufficiently 
uniform arrangements for the EPR system to work 
in practice. 1his is undoubtedly a model for the 
expansion of EPRs into other agricultural sectors. 

There remain, however, weaknesses in the existing 
EPR scheme whereby some EPRs are not being 
paid to PBR {and patent) holders:209 

A number of factors may contribute to inaccurate 
or mis-declaration of grain variety at point of 
delivery. Factors include industry structure, end 
point use (animal or human food) and lack of 
incentive for growers to accurately declare variety 
identity. Mis-declaration may also be inadvertent 
due to the complexit)' of varlet)' audit systems. 
Other specific factors include: 

Difficulties associated with tracking and 
establishing ownership of the seed. 

Grain from several varieties may be mixed 
on farms during harvest and storage 
activities. 

• Grain is often intermingled wlth other grain 
soon after delivery at the accumulation 
point based on the variety declared and 
some physical and chemical characteristics 
of the grain. 

Many grain varieties are closely related, 
have many auributes in common and 
are particularly difficult to distinguish on 
appearance. 

• Considerable paperwork is often required by 
growers and/ or others making it too diflicult 
or onerous to comply with multiple EPR 
systems. 

Errors in varietal declaration occur due to 
the exercise of farm saved seed provisions on 
a variety for several years. 

1he current diflerences in the level of EPR 
among varieties would appear to encourage 
flagrant mis-declaration of variety identit}~ 

Some 660,000 deliveries of grain arc made 
by farmers to grain accumulation entities 
around Australia each year. 

Subsequently, enforcement measures against 
infringers may be very difficult because of the 
structure and practices of receival systems {and lack 
of a robust varietal identificationY0 

In addressing these problems the Advisory Council 
on Intellectual Property (ACIP) considered that 
variety identification was critical for an effective 
EPR scheme and that under the PER Act there 
was no positive obligation to knowingly declare 
a PBR protected variety as such.m1hc ACIP 
considered that, if various consumer and fair 
trading laws were insufficient to make a knowing 
declaration that avoided paying an EPR illegal, 
then "the PBR Act should be amended to make 
such an act an infringement ofPBR".211 1he 
Australian Government's response was that 
the existing provisions of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) involving misleading and 
deceptive conduct, false representations about the 
characteristics of good and false and misleading 
representations about goods were sufficient.213 

'I he same comments might equally apply to the 
Patents Act where protected varieties' materials are 
improperly identified. 

'lhe ACIP also considered the circumstances in 
which the PBRs' "exclusive rights" could not be 
efficiently enforced because of the costs of tracing 
large numbers of growers' royalt}' obligations, and 
the significant amounts of"harvested material" 
that is sold directly to other than traders and 
bulk-handlers (such as millers, maltsters, ethanol 
producers, and other end users), or used as livestock 
feed on-farm and in feed-lots. 214 1he ACIP also 
identified that, in many instances, those best placed 
to collect the EPR were not exercising a PBR and 
so could not be obliged to collect the EPRs for 
the breeders.215 1heACIP considered extending 
the "exclusive rights" to include a "use righe' and 
a "purchase right", eventually recommending 
against a "use right"216 and in favour of a "purchase 
right" .217 1he proposed "purchase right" would 
apply to declared taxa only and be an addition 
"exclusive right" to "do, or license anO(her person to 
do, the following acts in relation to the propagating 
material of the variety ... purchase the material". 218 



'lhe "purchase right" was conceived as necessary to 
improve the EPR system: 

A new "purchase" right would enable EPRs to be 
obtained from end usen, traders and accumulaton 
rather than grown"J·. Because end userJ, traders 
and accumulators are less numerous and. as a 
general rule, more easily identified than growers, 
the existence of a purchme right would reduce 
transaction costs and probably increase compHance 
levels. 119 

Another measure that the ACIP recommended 
to enhance the EPR system was clarification that 
"harvested material" that is also "propagating 
material" be considered "propagating material" for 
the purposes of the "exclusive rights".220 1here was 
some confusion about this matter following the 
Cultivaust Pty Ltd v Gmin Pool Pty Ltd decisions.221 

lhe Australian Government's response to the 
ACIP's recommendations was to accept that the 
PBR Act be amended to darif}' that "han•csted 
material" that is also "propagating material" be 
considered "propagating material" for the purposes 
of the "exclusive rights",212 and reject the "purchase 
right".113 'Ihe reason for rejecting the "purchase 
right" was because the problems could be resolved 
through contracts and that "[EPR} arrangements 
are evolving and are having greater acceptance 
across the grains industry" so that, at this stage, the 
change was not necessaryY4 The amendment to 
the PBR Act darif}•ing the meaning of"harvested 
material'' is still pending. 

Another (minor) concern for EPRs are the so-called 
"dosed loop contracts". Essentially, the PBRAct 
requires that the plant variety be available to the 
public at large. 1he PBRActprovidcs, in part: 

(1) Subject to [a certificate that the variety has 
no direct use as a consumer product], the 
grantee of PBR in a plant variety must take 
all reasonable steps to ensure reasonable 
public access to that plant variety. 

(2) Reasonable public access to a plant variety 
co\'Cred by PBR is taken to be satisfied if 
propagating material of reasonable quality 
is available to the public at reasonable 
prices, or as gifts to the public, in sufficient 
quantities to meet demand.225 

lhc problem for EPRs is that the contracts 
imposing the EPR system operate by ensuring 
that all the PBR-ed materials are available subject 
to the restricted contract. This could run counter 
to the requirement that "propagating material 
of reasonable quality is available to the public 

at reasonable prices, or as gifts to the public, in 
suflicient quantities to meet demand". 216 1he 
threshold of public access is uncertain, and arguably 
a contract imposing EPRs when making a variety 
publicly available is not reasonable, albeit this docs 
nor appear to be a concern or limit to the present 
EPR arrangements.127 

Another concern of growers has always been 
whether the increased EPRs are actually getting 
back to the breeders.218 \Vhile there is not a lot of 
publicly available analysis, there has been some 
insight from recent analysis of barley varieties 
in \Vestern Australia. 1he \'\'estern Australia 
Government through the Department of 
Agriculture and Food commits fimds, together with 
the GRDC and Grain Pool Pty Ltd, to a Barley 
Breeding Project and a Barley Improt,ement Project. 
Together, the projects are directed to developing 
new barley varieties with have improved desirable 
traits and then assisted growers to integrate these 
improved varieties into their production systems. 
As a case study, this demonstrates the adoption of 
EPRs and the return of the amounts paid to further 
breeding programs. 

Essentially; an analysis of the program over the 
period 2000/0 I to 2006/07 showed the declining 
usc of the non-EPR variety "Stirling" (65 per cent 
of total \Vestern Australian production in 2000/01 
to 21 per cent in2006/07) and its replacement 
by the non-EPR variety "Gairdner" (released in 
2000 and 23 per cent of production), and the 
EPR varieties "Baudin" (released in 2003 and 
23 per cent of production), "Hamelin" (released 
in 2004 and 10 per cem of production) and 
"Vlamingli' (released in 2006).229 The price paid 
for delivered barley (harvested materials) depended 
on the variety and quality: "Stirling" attracted 
no premiums or EPRs; "Gairdner" attracted a 
variety premium of $5.00 per tonne and a protein 
premium of $2.50 per tonne and no EPRs; 
"Bauditi' attracted a variety premium of$7.00 per 
tonne and a protein premium of $5.00 per tonne 
and EPRs of $3.00 per tonne for malting barley 
and $1.00 per tonne for feed barley; "Hamelin" 
auracted a variety premium of$7.00 per tonne and 
a protein premium of$5.00 per tonne and EPRs 
of$3.00 per tonne for malting barley and $1.00 
per tonne for feed barley; and "Vlamingh" variety 
premiums had not been determined as at the time 
of the study it was yet to be planted and EPRs of 
$3.50 per tonne for malting barley and $1.50 per 
tonne for feed barlcy.23° 47 
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During the 2000/0 I to 2006/07 period of the 
Barley Breeding Project the five-year average price 
was $240.00 per tonne for malting barley and $200 
per tonne for feed barley.231 1he SC\'en-year average 
for barley yield was 2.03 tonne per hectare.231 & 
a rough and generalised estimate, rhis means that 
for the EPR varieties ("Hamelin" and "Baudin") 

the EPR as a proportion of the harvest price was 
approximately 1.25 per cent for malting barley and 
0.5 per cent for feed baric)~ Alternatively, the EPR 
was about $6.18 per hectare for malting barley 
and $2.03 per hectare for feed barle)~m 1he total 

EPRs collected for the period 2000/0 I to 2006/07 
was $3.58 million of which the Department of 
Agriculture and Food received $2. I million and this 

was invested back into the ongoing Bmley Breeding 
Progmm.234 1he other EPR amounts collected also 
appear to have gone towards breeding programs.235 

\Vhether this example reflects the broader practices 
is not certain. Perhaps some indication of the 
potential for amounts that might be extracted 
as profits (after some amounts are set aside for 
breeding programs) is the recent acquisitive interest 
in Australian seed companies. ~I his reflects a broader 
consolidation among transnational corporations 

and the increasing networking (mostly through 
cross-licensing agreements) among these entities.236 

& examples, Vilmorin & Cie (a wholly owned 
plant breeding subsidiary ofLimagrain Holdings) 
has purchased a 25 per cent stake in Australian 
Grain Technologies Pty Ltd;237 Monsanto Company 
has purchased a 20 per cent stake in IntcrGrain 
Pry Ltd;238 and Dow AgroSciences Australia (a 
subsidiary of Dow Chemical Company) has 
purchased a 50 per cent stake in HRZ \Vheats 
Ply Ltd.239 1his does not confirm that these 
breeding entities spawned by the GRDC and its 
collaborators will not continue to invest their EPRs 
in breeding programs. It does, however, show that 
these larger life sciences companies see them as 
desirable entities and this might, at least in part, 
be because the locking-in ofEPR contracts has the 
potential to extract higher returns from seed sales 
than were previously available without EPRs.240 1he 
steady increase in EPRs suggests this is at least a 
possibility.241 

Perhaps the more important immediate analysis 
in evaluating the benefits or otherwise of EPRs 
is to return to the original policy objectives of 
adopting and regulating for PBRs in Australia. 1he 
key driver of PBR protections in Australia was the 
need to access foreign plants and the decision by 
owners of foreign grants of rights not to release 

their plants in Australia without protections such 
as PBR. 241 \'Vhilc "[t]hcre arc other mechanisms 
available for stimulating private plant breeding such 
as subsidies, bonuses, gratuities, trade marks, and 
so on, these would not give protection to owners 
of overseas varieties'' .243 The other driving factor 

was to promote a private sector plant breeding 
capacity with the incentive of a PBR encouraging 
and enabling the private sector to invest and make 
viable plant breeding busincsses.144 '!he EPR is one 
of the mechanisms that facilitates the appropriation 
of the benefits to the PBR and patent holders 
and is advocated, particularly in the grains and 
horticulture industries, because EPRs: 

help to reduce up-fi'ont costs to growen, encourage 
uptake of varietieJ, overcome loss ofsa/6 through 
former/privilege and share the risk of crop foilures 
between PBR ownerJ and growe1'J. 245 

1here is no doubt that in some sectors EPRs have 
been extraordinarily successfi.Ii and eagerly adopted 
by those sectors. 1he GRDC and grains and the 
CRDC and cotton are, as the analyses in this article 
demonstrate, role models. Other sectors have 
been less successfi.tl to date, and for some sectors, 
such as F\VPA for the forest industry products 
and G\VRDC for grapes, EPRs may not be an 
appropriate mechanism. 

For all sectors promoting and adopting EPRs, 
however, there remain some potential future 
problems for plant breeding as a consequence of 
drawing closer to the immediate interests of the 
private sector and away from the broader interests 
of government. 1his is a loss of the long-term 
cross cutting research that is required both to 
found future research and deliver a sustainable 
industf)~ The particular problems arc likely to be 
the concentration of private breeding because of 
economies of scale resulting in less plant variety 
diversit}~ and an increase in seed prices because of 
private sector market power through consolidation. 
There is also a requirement for the Australian 
Government to recognise that where EPR 
collection is difficult the consequence is likely to be 
an under-investment in germ plasm protection and 
de\•elopment, and plant breeding.246 'lhis probably 
accounts for the ongoing interest of the RDCs, 
including the CRDC and the GRDC, in plant 
breeding programs, and in particular pre-breeding. 
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